PM Hooper's Still Unbeaten

Park Mayor Hooper continued its unbeaten streak as it won its sixth intramural basketball contest on February 14. They defeated the team from Park Manor 60-28.

A dePrey of PMI sank 3 baskets to tally one-half of the points for his team in the opening quarter. At the end of the quarter PMI had an 8 point lead, the score being 15-6.

PMI tallied 8 points in the second frame, with Minos, Lester Gilson, and Joe Delaney scoring. PMI picked up 8 points to lead at the half-time H-18. Richardson and PMI tallied 8 of the final 16 points at the left quarter added 3 baskets in the final period.

In the final quarter, the players of both teams were with 26 points being scored, 17 by PMI and 12 by their opponents. Carver, Richardson, and Drax were the big guns of this final sprint for PMI. Akin and Minos carried the 'Left' attack in this game.

Winter Term Exam Schedule

Saturday, March 19
8:00-10:00 Active Bargaining
8:00-10:00 Industrial Management
8:00-10:00 Purchasing
10:30-12:30 Science in Industry
10:30-12:30 Foreign Trade

Monday, March 21
8:00-10:00 Consumers Finance
8:00-10:00 Investments
8:00-10:00 Finance
10:30-12:30 Logic
2:00-4:00 Business Policy
2:00-4:00 Security Analysis

Tuesday, March 22
8:00-10:00 Accounting (Taxes)
8:00-10:00 Accounting (Fixed Manufacturing)
10:30-12:30 Adv. Accounting Problems
10:30-12:30 Accounting
10:30-12:30 Business Combinations
10:30-12:30 Personnel Management
2:00-4:00 Philosophy
2:00-4:00 Investment Seminar

Wednesday, March 23
8:00-10:00 Advertising Techniques
8:00-10:00 Advanced Accounting
8:00-10:00 Marketing
10:30-12:30 Advanced Taxes
10:30-12:30 14-13 Budgeting
10:30-12:30 Public Finance
10:30-12:30 Federal Taxation
2:00-4:00 Labor Economics
2:00-4:00 Advertising Fundamentals
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Mantor Scores 13 For Babson

Babson dropped its third game in eight starts, suffering a 83-42 drubbing at the hands of Nichols Junior College in a contest played at Webster, Massachusetts last Friday afternoon.

The Green and White out-scored the Nichols-men 15-14, but Nichols left the floor at halftime leading 21-17.

For all intents and purposes, Nichols used the game as the final third period proceedings. Even with the final 4-point margin, our very hot opposition did us five better, catching 16 markers and pulling away in front with a score of 66 at the end of the quarter.

The fourth quarter found both clubs slowing down, turning somewhat and missing on their respective shots and plays. We scored 12 points, but Nichols outdid us again.

Bridge Tourney Well Under Way

The first Faculty Wives sponsored tourney was held in the library on Thursday afternoon. A total of 12 tables of students actively contesting for the prize, with one table, one table was played and at the end it was found that Sid Adair was high with 4900 points. Second prize went to Donald P. Van der Wolk. The prizes were, respectively, a wallet and an ash tray.

The tournament was well attended, with those interested being asked to make reservations with the Reception Office.

Once again, the committee will be throwing lighted music over the tables and the cards. The card will be crowded the moment three couples enter.

Invitations will be sent out to all members of the faculty who have not yet been invited, and, of course, we shall all have a good time this evening.

Coffin Host To Student Gov't.

The third meeting of the Greater Boston Student Government Council will be held on Saturday, February 27th, where the student leaders of 23 colleges from the metropolitan area will gather to plan the future of college student activities. The Council is attempting to unify the efforts of all groups to which will be able to employ the combined efforts of all collegiate efforts. It is already sponsoring some civic activities as the Intercollegiate Symphony Orchestra and the bringing of displayed students from European countries to Boston colleges to study. Other items of business which have been discussed at recent meetings include a discussion of the Honor System, the College's responsibility to freshmen, College planning of clubs in the colleges, college cutting, inclusion of college dance under a student activity fee, and the possibility of compiling a list of hotels in the greater Boston area.

Masters under consideration at this meeting included a possible permanent organization, clarification of duties and responsibilities of student governing bodies, equitable selection of available resources, and an all college spring meeting.

Among the schools which will be sending their Student Government Presidents are Northeastern, Boston University, Simmons, Harvard, Radcliffe, Tufts, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston College, and Fordham.

Proctor Coffin, President of the Student Council, will represent Babson and serve as host.
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A Path To Civic Trust

Over one hundred years ago Disraeli said, "The youth of a nation are the trustees of posterity." It is therefore important that the youth of this nation understand fully the many problems confronting our nation today. A tremendous opportunity awaits the college student who participates actively in political activities as a student. It is with this idea in mind that the formation of the first political club has been started at Babson. This club will be the Babson Institute Chapter of the Young Republican Club.

What will this club mean to students at Babson? It will offer them the opportunity for political recognition and expression through the established vehicle of the Republican Party. It will also offer a realistic insight into the importance of modern democratic government on every level and an effective counter-attack against certain predigested, collectivist solutions to natural and international problems.

Chapters at Wellesley, Radcliffe, Harvard, and M. I. T. are among the 300 colleges in the nation which have active Young Republican Clubs. The Republican Party thus offers students a chance to advance in either an individual or political sense. The Party's determination to preserve this Nation's historic course of individual freedom as the very source of inventive and creative genius is the insurance to Youth of this opportunity.

The Babson Young Republican Club will offer the student a chance to become a more intelligent citizen and voter through forums, debates, polls, assemblies, and active participation in YRC groups on other campuses. It will help students who are voting for the first time and will aid students who are voting for the first time and will aid

Young Republicanism is an expanding, energetic, driving force for a truly, American, progressive way of life.

Coming Attractions

Beginning next week the BEAVER will inaugurate a new series of informative articles by the same writer who did "Let's Meet the Newcomers," Mr. Herbert Aronsson. His subject will be the various student businesses which have sprung up on the Babson campus during the past year. These articles plus the current stories on job placement constitute a basic policy of the BEAVER. There are undoubtedly other students of this type who have overlooked. If you have any in mind, don't hesitate to bring them to our attention.

Gloria Le Clair, Noted Singer Entertains Mar. 7

The Classical Music Club has announced another of its excellent concerts. This time the club has been very fortunate in acquiring the person of Miss Gloria Le Clair, world-famous contralto, to perform on Monday, March 7, at 8:00 o'clock.

Miss Le Clair's beautiful soprano voice is well known in college concert halls across the nation. She is a member of the Musical Child of Boston and is at present studying opera at the New England Conservatory of Music. Plans call for her to return to her native land for the spring of 1949. MENT OF PROPERY RECOMMENDS
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Letters To The Editor

Dear Sir:

I'm writing this letter in regard to an item which appeared in the "Pounds Shillings and Pence" column in your edition of Friday. It could be called a space filler, the space I'm thinking of is the nearest G.I. can. This refers to the "method of mummifying monarchists, monks, and Minstrelsy."

It seems that the writer has lost sight of the yard-stick which is used to measure the extreme be­ tween ignorant prattle and good taste. Maybe next week we can have a humorous take-off on the three heroic Chaplains (Protest­ ant, Catholic and Jew) who gave their life-belts to members of the crew and went down with their ship in the middle of the Atlan­ tica. Or better yet there might be a lighter side to the Oldrel on Calvary which we might discuss.

I think this insistence on a snarly to both his faults and the cause of democracy and until then when the "Beast's" paws are either spun in ink or blood he's gonna hit us in all probability, be many more. I believe the courage and heroism demonstrated by his heroic stature I don't think he should be made the butt of a humoristic dissertation.

I hope that in the future the staff of the BEAVER will pursue a more intelligent course in the handling of matters of this nature. Sincerely yours, /s/ Tom Gagner

Ed. Note: We are sorry, indeed sorry for one or our most valuable contributors. We agree that good taste, while in such conditions as­ sociating whether political or religious feels compelled to say some things about our country. Or better yet there might be a lighter side to the Oldrel on Calvary which we might discuss. The minds of its adherents are the fertile ground in which these ideologies plant their "ab­ solute" precepts. It is this "ab­ soluteness" that stifles human evo­ lution. Or better yet there might be a humorous take-off on the three heroic Chaplains (Protest­ ant, Catholic and Jew) who gave their life-belts to members of the crew and went down with their ship in the middle of the Atlan­ tica. Or better yet there might be a lighter side to the Oldrel on Calvary which we might discuss.

I hope that in the future the staff of the BEAVER will pursue a more intelligent course in the handling of matters of this nature. Sincerely yours, /s/ Tom Gagner

This week the BEAVER Beauty Contest moves "down under" to include Miss Yvonne Audette of Sydney, Australia, among the contestants. Miss Audette was the most consistent player and high scorer of the game with 13 points. Currier, Hubbard, and DePray garnered 16 & 8 points, respectively, for their teams. Misses, Stier, and Defran, left forward, were "Letty's" high scorers with 10 and 8 points, respectively.

The MARIDOR

The BEAVER regrets that it neglected to mention that the Babson students who heard Mr. Brown's tape recording of the Waltham Watch Co. meeting were members of Mr. Link's class in Industrial Management.

Our Mutual Enterprise

One of the big disappointments of the winter has been felt by those students and faculty who were interested in seeing the project at New Boston well started this year. Probably a small proportion of the student body knows that we were given by Mr. Babson the use of a barn in the center of the village, and that wiring, oil stoves, beds, and other essentials for the simple life were installed. It was hoped that every week end a group sponsored by the Outing Club could spend time on the neighboring slopes. Needless to say, the lack of snow has effectively prevented this plan from materializing and as a result only a few men have actually been on the spot to see the possibilities.

Enough planning has been done, however, to make it clear that the Barn in the village has a number of disadvantages for continuous use; while at the same time those who have been close to the idea still feel that a recreation area only 50 miles from the campus is a very worth-while future project. It might be well to mention, then, that early in the summer the Institute will take official possession of a piece of property recently purchased in New Boston, which includes a large farm house and a barn located farther out of the village, and on the crest of the slope where a ski run was cleared last fall. This realizes a hope expressed by Mr. Burns soon after he came to the Institute and offers a great many possibilities. The property will require a good bit of work which will have to be undertaken by degree; but it eventually should offer a larger barn, with parking space in the basement, as a recreation lodge. The farm house itself offers the pos­ sibility of having on the premises someone who could act as hosts for students and it also broadens the scope of activities throughout the year. By renting part of it during the summer a small income might be obtained to help with the upkeep so that eventually the property might be developed into something we could be very proud of which would tie in with many phases of campus activities.

In this, as of everything else in involved in "Our Mutual Enterprise," cooperation and a feeling of responsibility on the part of everyone will be essential.

R. B. HINCKLEY
Basketball Season Sees Teams Grappling For First Place Position

Coilman South soundly trounced the Off-Campus Juniors in an in-ntural-mural basketball contest played on February 15 at the Peavy Gym. Up to half-time the teams were well matched, but the reserve strength in substitutes that Cole- man South clearly showed off their ef- fectiveness in the second half a- gainst the junior fencers. In a stirring first period, the lead changed several times in the course of 28 points that were called, 13 by Coleman South and 12 by the Off-Campus Juniors. Again in the second quarter, Coleman South garnered 13 points on baskets by Bartlett, Butler, and Brownrow. The Juniors tailed 16 points and the half ended in Coleman South's favor 28-22.

Both teams slowed down in the third frame after playing at such an exhausting pace in the first half. At the end of the three-quarter mark, Coleman South led 35-28.

Coleman South, in the final quarter, paid on one of the highest scoring aeories of the intramural basketball season when they rang up 31 points, Hallman tallied 9 of his 14 points in this frame to lead his team's attack against the very weary Off-Campus Juniors, who scored only 3 points! Hallman's 14 points gave him high scoring honors for the game.

Off-Campus Freshmen Win First

On Tuesday, February 15, the Off-Campus Freshmen won their first game this year by defeating Roy Seaver's lads from Coleman North in a close split rough game 30-31.

The Off-Campus Freshmen took a two-point lead in the first quarter as they outplayed Coleman North in the second period. Most of Coleman North tallied all 6 of his points, while Grout, Davis and Davis garnered their team's 10 points to bring the half-time score to 19-12 in favor of the Off-Campus Freshmen.

In the third frame each aggrega- tion picked up 11 points with West spearheading Coleman North's attack and Grout of the O.C. Fresh- men finding the loop for 5 of the 11 points each in the last period. The score was 29-23 at the three-quarter mark. The lads from Coleman North made a wonderful bid in attempt- ing to obtain their first win in the league as they slowly sliced the lead down to only 3 points. Davis, of the O.C. Freshmen, then stepped up to the plate and the team managed to hold North's frantic ef- forts to only a basket and a foul shot.

West was high scorer of the game with 17 points, Davis and Grout of the O.C. Freshmen quin- tets followed with 17 and 9 points, respectively.

Bryant Over Off-Campus Freshmen

The scrappy quintet from Bryant Hall won their third victory on February 16, when they defeated the Off-Campus Freshmen 28-24.

The teams started off slowly in the first few minutes of play. Then Peters, Haskell and Ward of Bryant each tagged to take the lead away from the O.C. Freshmen who had gathered 5 points on a foul shot and a basket by Grout and a 2-pointer by Dewey.

In the second quarter each team missed many opportunities to score. Bryant tailed 4 while the "Freshmen" scored 5 points to bring the score at half-time to 10-10.

The tempo of the game was stepped up in the third quarter when 15 points were scored, 8 for Bryant and 7 for the "Freshmen." Haskell, of Bryant, sank 2 pivot shots and a foul shot to lead his team's attack in this frame. At the end of the quarter, Bryant had a slim 3 points lead with the score being 20-17.

A basket by Grout and pivot shots by Davis, Dewey, and Huke brought the O.C. Freshmen to within 2 points of Bryant, when Schulten, Peters, and Haskell each tailed in the waning minutes of pay to secure the victory for the Freshmen. Haskell and Peters were the high scorers for Bryant with 13 and 9 points, respectively. Grout of the Off-Campus Freshmen was high scorer for his team with 10 points.

Very Varsity

Nicholas sure gained street re- venge for our 41-39 victory over them last February 7th. They made certain there would be no doubts about the real victor in last Friday's tourney. We had the lead twice—in the opening minutes of the first quarter on Wall Turn- er's basket, and again in the first part of the third quarter when Art Adamsen sank a foul shot which pushed us ahead temporarily, 25-21. Not much else to say about that game, except it was our first real tourneying, first actual defeat of the season. We should had both the Wesleyan J. V. and Bae- decker engagements, providing we'd gotten only one good break. Not
d so for the return scrap with Nihos- ch: no streets.

Bill Lawry shed blood for dear of 'Bambie'... almost like an oil gazey. It was a mean path and no kidding. Too bad, too, for Bill's absence on the backboards was certainly noticed. The squad has been very fortunate thus far this season injury-wise. Other than a few minor floor burns, Lawry's ac- cident is the only major catastro- phe in eight games.

Babe Ruth may not be dead, but we've developed quite a loyal femi- nine following. Among the more ardent rooters of the opposite sex we've noticed Doris Adamsen, Ginny Swanson, Janie White, Jean Rose, Mary Sue Dunlap, Mary O'Neil, Miss MacHugh, Mrs. Hinkley, Mrs. Stacke, and Mrs. Burns. There have been others, too, but you'll have to pardon my poor memory for names. Regard- less, it's nice to notice their atten- tion and interest in our 48 basketball campaign.

Gentlemen's Tailors and Furnishers

Showing in the North Lounge, Park Manor on Tuesday, March 1 12 noon to 6 p.m.

Representative: EUGENE THORNE

For the Finest in Corsages

see

PUTT DUNN

112 PARK MANOR

agent for

EARL TORGENSON

and

HANK CAMELLI

SPORTING GOODS

24 Grove St. WEL. 5-6571

Wellesley

Markdown

50% on many Items

The full text is not provided for all the pages. However, the visible part of the document includes details about the basketball season, strategies for the teams, and mentions of other activities and events. The text is rich with descriptive language, highlighting the competitive spirit and the dynamics of each game.
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**Pounds, Shillings And Pence**

They held the World Champion table tennis tournament in Stockholm last week. The American team lost to the Hungarian ball-baters. Such a result was inevitable. The Americans, bred on the fast food of Capitalism, faced a bunch of dollar-impersonated puppets, restoricians, and betting bookies there. Thus, a breathtaking world was given the word, by a young, communist radio commentator, that political beliefs (through a sort of psykokinesis) are the deciding factor in the playing of sports as well as in the praying to the spirits.

Perhaps you won't want to accept this premise on just one example, so here is another: Coochalevsky also correctly communism, defeated the "democratic" countries in the hockey tournament, which led another communist commentator to predict a first place... if the Communist teams can do this in hockey, they will certainly do the same thing in politics. Communism will defeat democracy.

However, the loving care and abundance with which the People's Republics shower their inhabitants caused one of the backers to pull a disappearing act, when the time came to return home. The team manager has been going around Stockholm saying: "See, Chechenistan hasn't done a thing. We've heard of people running out on a contract, but this is the first time that happens."

---

**On Thursday, March 3, at 11:30 a.m. the General Electric Company will present the GENERAL ELECTRIC ELECTRICIAN AND COMMUNITY PROGRAM which caused such widespread and favorable comment last fall at the annual conference of the New England Council. Mr. Stephens, our director of personnel, who witnessed the presentation at the New England Council has said that this G E program is without exception one of the best productions he has ever seen. It is an attempt to bring about a better understanding of the part of employers, union officials, and the local community, of the problems confronting labor-management. The program presents management's case with a sympathetic understanding of labor's viewpoint. The film packs a terrific emotional wallop. It is one which every future executive cannot afford to miss.

The following G E officials will participate in the program:


---

**Notice!!**

The "Cupboard" will be open every day including Sunday 7 A.M. in 1 A.M. Starting Monday, February 21st. Stop in for your favorite:

- Breakfast
- Luncheon
- Dinner

Afternoon and Midnight Snacks

**THE COLLEGE CUPBOARD**

79 CENTRAL ST.

WELLESLEY